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REVIEWS
What recent ribosome structures have
revealed about the mechanism of translation
T. Martin Schmeing1 & V. Ramakrishnan1
The high-resolution structures of ribosomal subunits published in 2000 have revolutionized the field of protein translation.
They facilitated the determination and interpretation of functional complexes of the ribosome by crystallography and
electron microscopy. Knowledge of the precise positions of residues in the ribosome in various states has facilitated
increasingly sophisticated biochemical and genetic experiments, as well as the use of new methods such as single-molecule
kinetics. In this review, we discuss how the interaction between structural and functional studies over the last decade has led
to a deeper understanding of the complex mechanisms underlying translation.

T

he ribosome is the large ribonucleoprotein particle that
synthesizes proteins in all cells, using messenger RNA as
the template and aminoacyl-transfer RNAs as substrates.
Ribosomes from bacteria consist of a large (50S) and a small
(30S) subunit, which together compose the 2.5-megadalton 70S ribosome; their eukaryotic counterparts are the 60S and 40S subunits and
the 80S ribosome. The 50S subunit consists of 23S RNA (,2,900
nucleotides), 5S RNA (,120 nucleotides) and about 30 proteins;
the 30S subunit consists of 16S RNA (,1,500 nucleotides) and about
20 proteins. In addition, several protein factors act on the ribosome at
various stages of translation. In this review, we focus mainly on
structural and mechanistic insights into bacterial translation
obtained in the last few years. A previous review deals more extensively with earlier work1.
The essentially complete atomic structures of an archaeal 50S subunit
from Haloarcula marismortui2 and a bacterial 30S subunit from
Thermus thermophilus3 published in 2000 were the basis for the phasing
and/or molecular interpretation of every subsequent structure of the
ribosome or its subunits. Such structures include low-resolution structures of the 70S ribosome by crystallography4 or cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM)5, the structure of a bacterial 50S subunit6, and more
recent high-resolution structures of the 70S ribosome7,8. Finally, mobile
elements of the 50S subunit such as the L1 or L7/L12 stalks that are
partly or completely disordered in most high-resolution structures of
the ribosome or the 50S subunit have been solved in isolation9,10.
The basic architecture of the ribosome is shown in Fig. 1. The
interface between the two subunits consists mainly of RNA. The
mRNA binds in a cleft between the ‘head’ and ‘body’ of the 30S
subunit, where its codons interact with the anticodons of tRNA.
There are three binding sites for tRNA: the A site that binds the
incoming aminoacyl-tRNA, the P site that holds the peptidyl-tRNA
attached to the nascent polypeptide chain, and the E (exit) site to
which the deacylated P-site tRNA moves after peptide-bond formation before its ejection from the ribosome. In the 50S subunit, the 39
ends of P- and A-site tRNAs are in close proximity in the peptidyltransferase centre (PTC), whereas the 39 end of the E-site tRNA is
,50 Å away from the PTC.

Initiation
Bacterial translation can be roughly divided into three main stages,
initiation, elongation and termination (Fig. 2; a movie of the process
1

can be seen at http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/ribo/homepage/
movies/translation_bacterial.mov). Initiation requires the ribosome
to position the initiator fMet-tRNAfMet over the start codon of
mRNA in the P site. In bacteria, the ribosome is positioned in the
vicinity of the start codon by base pairing between the 39 end of 16S
RNA and an approximately complementary sequence just upstream
of the mRNA start codon, called the Shine–Dalgarno sequence. The
precise positioning of the start codon in the P site requires the binding of a special initiator fMet-tRNAfMet and three initiation factors,
IF1–3. However, exactly how the correct tRNA is selected remains
unclear, as are the roles of the various factors.
A probable first step in initiation is the binding of IF3 to the 30S that
has been split from the 50S by ribosome recycling factor RRF and
elongation factor G (EF-G) after translational termination (see Fig. 2
and the termination section later). This binding stimulates release of
the mRNA and deacylated tRNA, leftover from the previous round of
translation, from the 30S and prevents the large subunit from reassociating11,12. The binding of the 30S–IF3 complex to mRNA, IF1,
IF2 and initiator tRNA results in the 30S initiation complex (30S-IC).
IF2, a GTPase, promotes subunit joining to form the 70S initiation
complex (70S-IC), which is accompanied by IF3 release13–15. After
GTP hydrolysis and phosphate release from IF2 (refs 16, 17), fMettRNAfMet moves into the PTC, readying the ribosome for elongation.
The mechanism of initiation is still unclear, owing to a paucity of
structural data. There has been little progress towards high-resolution
structures of initiation complexes since the structure of IF1 bound to a
30S subunit18. However, recent cryoEM studies have visualized both
30S and 70S initiation complexes. In a 30S-IC (ref. 19), which unfortunately did not contain IF3, IF2 stretches across the subunit interface of the 30S, contacting the acceptor end of fMet-tRNAfMet with its
carboxy terminus. The anticodon stem and elbow are shifted towards
the E site, resulting in a ‘30S P/I state’. IF1 is visible in the A site, but does
not contact IF2. After subunit joining, the G domain of IF2 interacts
with the GTPase centre of the large subunit20. It maintains its contacts
with fMet-tRNAfMet, which has shifted up out of plane from the 30S P/I
state to a 70S P/I state, and seems to make a direct contact with IF1 in the
70S-IC. The 30S subunit is rotated relative to the 50S by ,4u anticlockwise, similar to the ratcheting seen during translocation21.
In the structure of 70S-mRNA–fMet-tRNAfMet–IF2–GDPCP22,
IF2 is still bound to the GTPase centre, but has lost contact with
fMet-tRNAfMet, now in the PTC in the canonical P/P state. The
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Figure 1 | Structure of the ribosome. a, ‘Top’ view of the 70S ribosome with
mRNA and A- P- and E-site tRNAs. b, c, Exploded view of the 30S subunit
(b) and 50S subunit (c). The structure of the L7/L12 arm10 was fit onto the

70S ribosome69, with mRNA elongated by modelling. This and all other
figures were made with Pymol (Delano Scientific) and Photoshop (Adobe).

authors have suggested that this conformation represents the state
after GTP hydrolysis before Pi release. Alternatively, another group
has suggested that it is the result of the absence of IF1 and IF3 (ref. 23).
The 70S complex with the GDP state of IF2 has the 30S subunit
returned to the un-ratcheted state and IF2 largely separated from
the GTPase centre, ready to dissociate from a properly initiated
70S ribosome22. Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies show that this subunit rotation, which readies the
ribosome for elongation, requires GTP hydrolysis24, thus supporting a
direct role for the GTPase activity of IF2 in initiation, which has been
in dispute16,25.

ribosome and the movement of the aminoacyl end of A-site tRNA into
the PTC, termed accommodation (Fig. 3). The many steps of decoding have been dissected by pre-steady state kinetic measurements26
and single-molecule FRET studies27.
The high accuracy of tRNA selection cannot be accounted for by
just the free energy differences between base pairing and mismatches
of the codon and anticodon28,29, even considering the contribution of
proofreading. Instead, interactions made by three universally conserved bases of the ribosome with the minor groove of the first two
base pairs of the codon–anticodon helix gives rise to further discrimination (Fig. 3)30. Such close monitoring of base-pairing geometry by
the ribosome does not occur at the wobble position, consistent with
the degeneracy of the genetic code. The binding energy of these extra
interactions is not used primarily to increase the relative affinity of
cognate versus near-cognate tRNA, but instead to induce a domain
closure in the 30S subunit31, which presumably leads to the acceleration observed in rates of the forward steps in decoding32.
CryoEM studies of EF-Tu at increased resolution33,34 show that EFTu contacts the shoulder domain of the 30S subunit. Thus, domain
closure would move the shoulder domain of the 30S subunit towards
the ternary complex29, potentially stabilizing the transition state for
GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu31 and leading to an acceleration of GTPase
activation and tRNA selection. It seems that mutations or antibiotics
that facilitate domain closure decrease the accuracy of the ribosome,
whereas mutations that make domain closure more difficult result in
increased accuracy29,31.

The elongation cycle
The elongation cycle consists of the steps involved in sequentially
adding amino acids to the polypeptide chain (Fig. 2). At the beginning of the cycle, the ribosome contains a peptidyl-tRNA with a
nacent polypeptide chain in the P site and an empty A site. During
decoding, the next amino acid is delivered in a ternary complex of
elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu), GTP and aminoacyl-tRNA. Decoding
is followed by peptide-bond formation, resulting in the elongation of
the polypeptide chain by one amino acid. EF-G-catalysed translocation moves the tRNAs and mRNA with respect to the ribosome.
Decoding. Decoding ensures that the correct aminoacyl-tRNA, as
dictated by the mRNA codon, is selected in the A site. The binding
of the appropriate ternary complex in the A site of the ribosome results
in GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu, the dissociation of the factor from the
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Figure 2 | Overview of bacterial translation. For simplicity, not all intermediate steps are shown. The colour scheme shown here is used consistently
throughout this review. aa-tRNA, aminoacyl-tRNA; EF elongation factor; IF, initiation factor; RF, release factor.

These cryoEM structures, the most recent of which are beyond 7 Å
resolution35,36, also show that the tRNA is bent at the anticodon stem
(Fig. 3f). The anticodon stem in the decoding centre is very nearly in
the orientation acquired after accommodation and movement of the
acceptor arm into the PTC. Thus, the binding energy derived from
base pairing between the correct codon–anticodon is not only used to
induce a conformational change in the ribosome, but also to distort
the tRNA. A distorted tRNA may be characteristic of the transition
state for GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu, consistent with experiments
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Figure 3 | Decoding by the ribosome. a, In the apo ribosome, A1492 and
A1493 are stacked in h44. b, When a cognate tRNA bind to mRNA in the A
site, A1492, A1493 and G530 change conformation to interact with the minor
groove of the mRNA–tRNA minihelix30 c–e, Interactions of the 30S with the
codon–anticodon pair. In the first (c) and second (d) positions, ribosomal
bases monitor the geometry of the minor groove of the base pairs. Protein S12
also interacts with the second and third (e) positions. f, The ternary complex
of EF-Tu and aminoacyl-tRNA with the 70S ribosome shows that the tRNA is
bent in the anticodon stem (for example, see refs 35, 36).

showing that a fragmented tRNA is unable to carry out decoding37.
In addition, recent mutational data on S12, a protein at the shoulder
of the 30S subunit with a tail that stretches into the decoding centre,
suggest it may be involved in relaying changes induced at the decoding centre to the ternary complex38.
As this review was going to press, the crystal structure of EF-Tu and
tRNA bound to the ribosome was determined39. This structure shows
details of the tRNA distortion that allows aminoacyl-tRNA to interact
with both EF-Tu at the factor-binding site and the decoding centre of
the 30S subunit. Furthermore, a series of conformational changes in
aminoacyl-tRNA and EF-Tu that occur after productive ribosome
binding suggest a communication pathway between the decoding
centre and the GTPase centre of EF-Tu, which would trigger GTP
hydrolysis after codon recognition.
After release of EF-Tu, the tRNA relaxes into the PTC31,34. If
the anticodon stem loop is held tightly at the decoding centre
(as in the closed form induced by cognate tRNA), accommodation
is accelerated40. However, recent work on the Hirsh suppressor tRNA
(a mutant Trp tRNA that recognizes the UGA stop codon) shows that
this tRNA leads to acceleration of GTP hydrolysis and apparently
accommodation with a near-cognate codon–anticodon pairing41.
Thus, the mutant tRNA may be stabilized by additional interactions
with the ribosome, rather than simply showing enhanced flexibility.
The discrimination achieved from monitoring the minor groove
geometry in the codon–anticodon helix by decoding centre nucleotides
though A-minor interactions can potentially yield an accuracy of
,103–104 in a single step42. Should the ribosome use this discrimination, then with proofreading, it would be possible to obtain much
higher accuracy than is usually reported. Evidently, the ribosome
forgoes accuracy by using the binding energy of codon–anticodon
recognition to induce conformational changes in the ribosome and
tRNA that result in accelerated GTP hydrolysis and tRNA selection.
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However, a recent result suggests that the ribosome is capable of combining very high accuracy (.106) with a speed comparable to that of in
vivo protein synthesis (,22 amino acids added per second)43, both of
which are much higher than previous measurements in vitro (accuracy
,450, speed ,6.6 s21)32. In the recent experiments43, the accommodation of tRNA into the PTC is apparently too fast to allow significant
discrimination by proofreading after GTP hydrolysis. If so, the structural basis of how one could have such a high accuracy with little or no
proofreading is not clear, nor why measured in vivo rates of misincorporation are so much higher (reviewed in ref. 29). Further experiments
with other reporters and in varying conditions are required to clarify
these differences.
Peptide-bond formation. The central chemical event in protein synthesis is the peptidyl-transferase reaction, in which the a-amino
group of the aminoacyl-tRNA nucleophillically attacks the ester carbon
of the peptidyl-tRNA to form a new peptide bond (Fig. 4a; see the
movie at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/MiamiMultiMediaURL/
B6WSR-4HHX2B2-B/B6WSR-4HHX2B2-B-2/7053/html/d074e3c1
ecf8e4064d37dd72bc0b7e93/Movie_S1..mov). The ribosome increases
the rate of this reaction by at least ,105-fold44. The catalytic site is in
domain 5 of the 23S RNA, which binds the CCA ends of aminoacyland peptidyl-tRNA (Fig. 4b). It was located precisely in crystal structures of the H. marismortui 50S subunit45, at the bottom of a large
cleft (Fig. 4b). These structures precipitated many studies aimed at
determining the catalytic mechanism of the peptidyl-transferase reaction. An initial proposal for a general acid/base catalytic mechanism
involving N3 of A2451—a nucleotide in very close proximity to
substrate analogues45,46—was disproved by the dispensability of
A2451 for the peptidyl-transferase reaction47–51. Furthermore, crystal
structures with improved resolution and more accurate transition state
mimics showed that N3 of A2451 is not within hydrogen-bonding
distance of the nucleophile throughout the reaction52,53. When the
reactive a-amine was substituted with a hydroxyl, making chemistry
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Figure 4 | Peptide-bond formation. a, Schematic drawing of the reaction.
Ade, adenine. b, Binding of tRNAs to the PTC69. c, The a-amino nucleophile
is positioned by interaction with the 29 OH of A76 of peptidyl-tRNA and N3
of A2451, as part of an extensive network of hydrogen bonds53. d, e, Possible
mechanism by which the intermediate of the reaction breaks down into
products, by a proton shuttle involving the 29 OH of A76 of peptidyl-tRNA.

rate limiting54, a pH-independent reaction rate was observed. This is
strong evidence that there is no general acid/base catalysis involving a
group with near-neutral pKa, on A2451 or any other ribosomal moiety.
If there is no acid/base catalysis, what is the source of catalytic
power of the ribosome? As with all enzymes, the precise organization
of substrates and the active site plays an important contribution.
In the ribosome, this is achieved when the binding of aminoacyltRNA induces a conformational change of the PTC and peptidyltRNA55 (http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v438/n7067/extref/
nature04152-s6.mov, http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v438/
n7067/extref/nature04152-s7.mov). The a-amino group of the
aminoacyl-tRNA interacts with the N3 of A2451 and the 29 OH of
A76 of the peptidyl-tRNA, as part of an extensive network of hydrogen bonds that position the substrates for reaction (Fig. 4c)53,56–58. It
had been proposed that binding and orienting of substrates accounts
for most of the ribosomal rate enhancement59. A comparison of the
rate of peptide-bond formation by the ribosome and by a ribosomefree model system suggested that the ribosome accelerated the reaction solely by entropic effects44, which may include substrate
positioning, shielding the reaction from bulk solvent, or organization
of the active site44,57. A precisely positioned water molecule interacts
with the highly polarized transition state, as an oxyanion hole44,53.
Although structural and biochemical studies have found no ribosomal group that acts in chemical catalysis, a substrate-assisted
mechanism is possible. The 29 OH of the peptidyl-tRNA is well positioned to abstract and donate protons from the nucleophile and
leaving group, respectively52,53,55. Several studies suggest that this
hydroxyl is vital for the reaction57,60–63, whereas one group proposes
it is dispensable64. In the most rigorous study, Weinger et al.63 substituted the 29 OH of A76 of peptidyl-tRNA with H or F (ref. 63), and
found a rate reduction of at least 106-fold. The importance and
proximity of the 29 OH led to the proposal of a concerted proton
shuttling mechanism, whereby it simultaneously accepts a proton
from the a-amino group and donates one to the 39 O leaving group,
perhaps as part of a six-membered ring of interactions53,57,62 (Fig. 4d,
e). Such a mechanism may not require perturbation of the pKa of the
29 OH pKa.
Many mechanistic insights and biochemical experiments of the
peptidyl-transferase reaction are based on structures of H. marismortui 50S complexes. It was questioned whether this reductionist system, which only includes the large subunit and the terminal
nucleotides of tRNA, accurately represents the process in the whole
ribosome with intact substrates7,65,66. However, the 50S can catalyse
the peptidyl-transferase reaction at similar rates to the 70S ribosome
using a small dinucleotide A-site substrate, provided that a fulllength tRNA is present in the P site67. This analogue also shows the
same robustness against active site mutations, and a pH profile
similar to full aminoacyl-tRNAs in 70S ribosomes68. Finally, recent
structures show that a 70S ribosome with full-length tRNA substrates
show that the PTC and substrate conformations are essentially identical to those in structures of the 50S with substrate analogues69.
Although the ribosome is asymmetric, a pseudo-two-fold axis of
symmetry exists at the PTC, relating the A and P sites65. It is likely that
23S RNA started as a molecule of around 100 nucleotides, which
duplicated to allow the proto-ribosome to bring two (non-coded)
substrates into proximity65,70. Careful analyses of the tertiary interactions reveal an evolutionary pathway of expansion of this protoribosome, giving rise to 23S RNA70.
Recent studies shed light on the role of two proteins previously
implicated in peptidyl transfer. In bacteria, the amino terminus of
L27 could be crosslinked to the 39 end of both A- and P-site tRNAs,
showing it was part of the PTC71,72. Deletion or N-terminal truncation of L27 results in reduced peptidyl-transferase activity72 and
computer simulations suggest the role of L27 is to aid binding of
aminoacyl-tRNA73. In addition, deletion of L16 was shown to cause a
deficiency in A-site tRNA binding and the rate of peptidyl transfer74,75. Recent structures show that the N-terminal tail of L27 is
1237
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ordered in the PTC where it interacts with the tRNA substrates8,69
(Fig. 4b), and that L16 becomes ordered owing to its interactions
with the acceptor arm of A-site tRNA, rationalizing these findings.
Thus, some proteins seem to aid the RNA components that primarily
facilitate the peptidyl-transfer activity of the ribosome.
Translocation: the formation of hybrid states. With peptide-bond
formation, the nascent peptide chain is transferred to the A-site tRNA
leaving a deacylated tRNA in the P site. Before the next round of elongation, the tRNAs and mRNA need to move relative to the ribosome.
During translocation the mRNA shifts by precisely one codon, except
when either errors or programmed frameshifts occur. The tRNAs must
also translocate from the A and P sites to the P and E sites, requiring a
movement as large as 50 Å for the 39 end of the P-site tRNA.
Chemical footprinting showed that movements of the tRNAs
occurred first with respect to the 50S subunit. P/E and A/P hybrid
tRNA states form spontaneously after peptide-bond formation, and
only after the addition of the GTPase elongation factor G (EF-G) did
movement occur with respect to the 30S subunit76 (Fig. 5). The
hybrid states were visualized by careful sorting of ribosomal complexes77,78. The ribosomal subunits have rotated by ,6u relative to
each other79 (http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v406/n6793/
extref/406318ai1.mov), and this ‘ratcheted’ ribosome contains both
A/P and P/E tRNAs. Single-molecule FRET studies show that
although the ribosome is initially in the unratcheted state, it oscillates
between the unratcheted and ratcheted states after peptidyl transfer80,81, until EF-G binding stabilizes the latter. To demonstrate that
the ratcheted state of the ribosome is related to translocation, FRET
experiments have shown that viomycin, an antibiotic that inhibits
translocation, traps the ribosome in a ratcheted state indistinguishable
by FRET from that obtained when EF-G is bound82. Furthermore,
FRET measurements show that concomitantly with the ratcheting
of the subunits, the L1 stalk moves to interact with the newly deacylated P-site tRNA, as would be expected if it moves into a P/E hybrid
state83. The formation of hybrid tRNA states is ordered, with the P/E
tRNA state formed first, followed by the A/P state84,85.
The role of the E site in translocation. The adoption of the P/E
hybrid state also explains why the E site may be necessary. The E site
is known to have evolved before the divergence of the three kingdoms, as the interactions of the E-site tRNA with the 50S subunit in
archaea86 and bacteria8,66 are similar. Because the E site binds deacylated but not peptidyl-tRNA, it is able to trap a hybrid P/E tRNA as
soon as the P-site tRNA becomes deacylated, facilitating translocation by the formation of hybrid states. This concept is supported by
a

direct kinetic evidence87 and the observation that tRNA modifications that affect E-site binding also affect translocation88,89.
The crucial interactions between the ribosome and the terminal
adenine of the E-site tRNA require only the 23S rRNA86. Thus, the E
site may have evolved before the evolution of proteins, such as translational factors that facilitate translocation by hybrid states.
Consistent with this theory, ribosomes with modifications in S12
or S13 can perform translation even in the absence of elongation
factors90,91. These proteins are at the subunit interface, and their
modification presumably disrupts contacts between the two subunits, facilitating their rotation relative to each other.
The role of EF-G in translocation relative to the 30S subunit. The
second step in translocation is the movement of tRNAs and mRNA with
respect to the 30S subunit, which is catalysed by EF-G. It is generally
accepted that GTP hydrolysis by EF-G precedes translocation92.
CryoEM structures (for example, ref. 21) show that EF-G in the
GTP-bound form on the ribosome has a significantly altered conformation from that in the GDP or apo form in isolation93,94, and binds
to the ratcheted state of the ribosome. A recent higher-resolution
structure shows that the switch I and II regions of the GTPase domain
become ordered on binding to the ribosome95. Calorimetric studies
suggest that EF-G undergoes a conformational change on binding
GTP even before binding the ribosome, although full activation occurs
only after ribosomal binding96. The sarcin–ricin loop is the ribosomal
element closest to the switch II region that is functionally important
for GTPase activation in both EF-G and EF-Tu35,36,95.
Ribosomes depleted of the L7/L12 stalk of the 50S subunit can bind
EF-Tu or EF-G, but cannot efficiently activate GTP hydrolysis by the
factors97. L7 is an N-terminally modified form of L12, and by the
association of its N-terminal domains exists as a tetramer in
Escherichia coli or a hexamer in other species10,98. This multimer of
L12 binds a single copy of L10 to form a stalk that is fully or partially
disordered in high-resolution structures of the ribosome. The tip of the
stalk containing the C-terminal domain of L12 seems to be too far from
the ribosomal GTPase centre to be involved directly in stimulating
hydrolysis (Fig. 1). The structure of a hexamer of L12 complexed with
L10 has been determined and modelled into the structure of the 50S
subunit10. An increased rate of initial binding of GTPase factors was
observed kinetically, which could be caused by several copies of the
C-terminal domain of L12 effectively increasing the local concentration of the binding sites. Because the N- and C-terminal domains of
L12 are connected by a flexible linker, the latter could move with the
factor close to the sarcin–ricin loop.
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The L11 region is in close proximity to the GTPase centre. This
region also binds the antibiotics thiostrepton and micrococcin, which
inhibit and enhance GTPase activity, respectively. In the structure of
the 50S subunit bound with micrococcin, density for the C-terminal
domain of L12 is observed adjacent to L11 and would be positioned to
interact with EF-G99. Thus micrococcin could stabilize the binding of
the C-terminal domain of L12 to the GTPase factor.
How GTP hydrolysis leads to movement of mRNA and tRNAs and
resets the ratcheted ribosome to its canonical form is still unclear.
Presumably, a rearrangement in the ribosome induced by GTP
hydrolysis allows movement of the tRNAs and mRNA85,100. Direct
monitoring of mRNA showed that mRNA and tRNA movements
occur at the same rate, and thus are directly coupled101. In the GDP
form, the conformation of domain IV of EF-G places it in the A site of
the 30S subunit102,103. Thus, GTP hydrolysis may drive translocation
by preventing the reverse movement of tRNA and mRNA. GTP
hydrolysis may also allow the ribosome to act as a helicase and
unwind the secondary structures formed in mRNA104.
As this review was going to press, the crystal structure of EFG?GDP trapped in the post-translocational state on the ribosome
by fusidic acid was determined105. The structure shows that
domain IV makes extensive interactions with the minor groove of
the codon–anticodon base pairs at the P site, but not with the A site
codon. Fusidic acid seems to trap EF-G in a conformation between
that of the GTP and GDP states, and the binding of EF-G in this state
stabilizes the L10–L7/L12 stalk as well as (indirectly) the L1 stalk.

Termination of translation
The elongation cycle continues until an mRNA stop codon moves
into the A site, signalling the end of the coding sequence. A class I
release factor recognizes the stop codon and cleaves the nascent polypeptide chain from the P-site tRNA, resulting in the release of the
newly synthesized protein from the ribosome. In bacteria, there are
two class I release factors, RF1 and RF2. Whereas both factors recognize the UAA stop codon, UAG and UGA are only recognized by RF1
and RF2, respectively. In eukaryotes, a single eRF1 that is unrelated to
RF1 or RF2 (refs 106, 107) recognizes all three stop codons.
Tripeptide motifs PXT in RF1 and SPF in RF2 confer specificity for
the codons UAG or UGA108, whereas a universally conserved GGQ
motif is implicated in peptide hydrolysis by release factors106,107.
Unlike the extended structure of eRF1 (ref. 107), the crystal structure of isolated RF2 is compact, with the GGQ and SPF motifs only
23 Å apart109. However, low-resolution structures showed that when
bound to the ribosome, release factors were in an open form and
domain 3, containing the GGQ motif, inserted into the PTC110–112

a

50S

(Fig. 6a). The high-resolution crystal form of the ribosome8 was used
to solve structures of class I release factors bound to the bacterial
ribosome113–115, considerably advancing our understanding of the
function of RF1 and RF2.
Recognition of the stop codon. Release-factor binding causes the
conserved decoding centre bases G530, A1492 and A1493 to change
conformation and form crucial interactions (Fig. 6b)113–115. The
changes are distinct from those during decoding of tRNA in which
the bases monitor base-pairing geometry (Fig. 3c–e)30, in a conformation incompatible with the binding of release factors116.
Instead, A1493 stacks on A1913 of 23S RNA, forming a new contact
between the two subunits, and G530 stacks onto the third stop codon
base.
Although the structures can rationalize the specificity of RF1 and
RF2 for their respective stop codons, the tripeptide motifs implicated
in conferring specificity of RF1 or RF2 (ref. 108) make only limited
interactions with the stop codon (Fig. 6b)113–115, so that their role is
still unclear. Bases after the stop codon affect release-factor efficiency
(for example, ref. 117), and a single mutation in RF2 distant from the
stop codon allows it to recognize all three stop codons118.
Furthermore, it has been shown that a mismatch in the P site (after
a near-cognate tRNA has been accepted and translocated) leads to
release factor recognition of sense codons with increased efficiency119.
Thus, release factor function may involve a subtle balance between
the energetics of binding and conformational changes, similar to that
during decoding by tRNA. After stop-codon recognition, peptide
release is triggered, but the mechanism of signal transduction in
unclear.
Catalysis of peptide release. The conserved GGQ motif is positioned
in the PTC in a conformation only allowed because of its glycines
(Fig. 6c)113–115, explaining the drastic reduction in the activity of
release factors when they are mutated120,121. Furthermore, after
release-factor binding U2585 shifts to expose the ester bond between
the nascent peptide and P-site tRNA as is observed upon binding of
A-site tRNA or its analogues55,69. This shift has been proposed to be
catalytically important for both peptidyl transfer and release55, as in
both cases it exposes the ester bond to attack by a nucleophile.
Further supporting this theory, a variety of nucleophiles are effective
to varying degrees during catalysis of peptide release by release
factors121.
The glutamine in the GGQ motif makes a hydrogen bond through
its main-chain amide with the 39 OH of A76 of deacylated P-site
tRNA113–115, which represents the product state after catalysis and
release of the nascent peptide chain. One group has proposed product
stabilization as part of the catalytic mechanism of release factors,

b
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C75

C74

GGQ
A1913

P tRNA

Q240

A2602

GGQ

RF2
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mRNA
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U2506

U2585

RF2
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30S

Figure 6 | Termination of translation by class I release factors. a, Overview
of class I release-factor binding to the 70S ribosome113–115. The view shows
RF2; the GGQ motif implicated in catalysis of peptide release at the PTC and
the SPF motif implicated in stop-codon recognition at the decoding centre

are highlighted in red. b, RF2 in the decoding centre, with the SPF motif
highlighted. c, The PTC of the ribosome showing the GGQ motif of RF2 and
deacylated P-site tRNA.
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similar to certain proteases113,115. Although the mutation of the glutamine to alanine results in only a modest 5–10-fold reduction in the
catalytic rate120,121, several other observations argue that it has a specific role in catalysis. The glutamine is universally conserved, which for
glutamine is rarely for purely structural reasons. It is required for
viability in bacteria and in eukaryotes107,122. Whereas the mutation
of the glutamine does not affect the rate of catalysis by other nucleophiles, it does specifically affect the rate for peptide release by water121.
Finally, the side-chain amino group of the glutamine is methylated,
and the loss of methylation was shown to reduce the efficiency of
peptide release123. Consistent with these data, one of the structural
studies proposed a model in which the glutamine side chain directly
coordinates a water molecule for nucleophilic attack114. Structures of
the substrate and transition state complexes will address this question.
The role of RF3. The class II release factor RF3 accelerates the dissociation of class I factors from the ribosome after peptide release.
The binding of RF3 to the ribosome–RF1/2 complex in the GDP form
is thought to induce RF3 to exchange GDP for GTP124. The crystal
structure of RF3–GDP resembles EF-Tu in the GTP form125. The
same study showed that the binding of RF3 in the GTP form to the
ribosome induces conformational changes likely to destabilize the
binding of class I release factors, thus leading to their dissociation
from the ribosome.
Recycling of ribosomes before reinitiation. After hydrolysis of GTP
by RF3, the factor dissociates from the ribosome, leaving mRNA and
a deacylated tRNA in the P site. The ribosome must be recycled into
subunits for a new round of protein synthesis to begin. In bacteria, an
essential protein called ribosome recycling factor (RRF) works
together with EF-G to carry out this process126.
Chemical probing, cryoEM and crystallography all suggest similar
interactions of RRF with the ribosome127–132. However, the location
of RRF in these studies would be incompatible with a P-site tRNA in
the 50S subunit, as it would clash with the tip of domain I of RRF.
Therefore, a probable model is that RRF binds to a ribosome containing a deacylated hybrid P/E tRNA. EF-G would then bind, similar to
the way in which it binds the ribosome in a pre-translocation state.
However, this view is complicated by studies suggesting that RRF can
even act on ribosomes with a peptidyl-tRNA133,134. CryoEM studies
on the 50S subunit with RRF and both RRF and EF-G suggest the type
of changes that might occur before and after RRF activity129, but it is
unclear if they represent any specific state of recycling. So far, there is
no structure of the entire ribosome with both EF-G and RRF.
GTP hydrolysis seems to be required to promote the separation of
subunits12, yielding a 50S subunit and a complex of 30S, mRNA and
deacylated tRNA, which requires IF3 to dissociate11. The action of IF3
to remove mRNA and tRNA from the 30S subunit is attractive
because it couples the last step in protein synthesis to the first, by
preparing the 30S subunit for a new round of initiation (Fig. 2).

translation involve GTPase factors. The very recent crystal structures
of EF-Tu39 and EF-G105 represent the first high-resolution structures
of GTPase factors bound to the ribosome. By showing that such
complexes are accessible to crystallography, they allow us to be
optimistic that similar structures in other states will lead to an understanding of how the ribosome specifically activates GTP hydrolysis by
these factors at precise stages that differ for each GTPase. In addition
to structural studies, increasingly sophisticated biochemical methods
such as single-molecule studies will help to dissect the various steps of
complicated processes. Although the structures of key states of the
ribosome will be welcome, an understanding of how the ribosome
proceeds from one state to the next will be aided by molecular
dynamics, which is now able to tackle larger and more complex
problems as a result of advances in computing and methodology.
Finally, the extremely complicated field of eukaryotic translation,
especially initiation, is sure to be increasingly targeted by biophysical
and biochemical techniques.
Published online 18 October 2009.
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